
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a cyber information assurance
analyst. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our
ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for cyber information assurance analyst

Serves as a principal advisor on all information systems matters, technical and
otherwise, involving the security of an IS (classified Information System) under
her/his purview
Ensures physical and environmental protection, personnel security, incident
handling, and security training and awareness
Monitors a system and its environment of operation to include developing
and updating the System Security Plans (SSP) and other artifacts in
accordance with company and government standards
Manage and control changes to the system, and assessing the security impact
of those changes via an established configuration management process
Must be trained to the level commensurate with the complexity of the
contractor’s Information System/s
Perform a Risk/Threat Assessment and ensure a Risk Assessment Report
(RAR) is completed
Experience in the usage of SIEM tools and processes
Must be able to implement and maintain a comprehensive security
vulnerability management program
Working knowledge of system security controls on multiple operating
systems (Windows, Linux) in a compliance role
Under general guidance from management, collaborate with other functions,
business units and program staff to develop and implement efficient and
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compliance programs that are integrated seamlessly with day –to-day
operations of the organizations computing infrastructure

Qualifications for cyber information assurance analyst

Master's degree required with a minimum of 10 years of related experience
Bachelor's degree with a minimum 8 years of experience in related IT field, ,
servers, routers, firewalls
Bachelors in Science and a minimum of 9 years related experience OR 7 Years
with Masters OR 4 Years with PhD
A minimum of 3.0 GPA or higher
Must be a U.S. citizen and ability to obtain a security clearance
Knowledge of LAN security, firewalls, intrusion detection/prevention,
administration of servers, workstations, and other IT devices to collect
information necessary to perform assessments


